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  Build Your Own Wire Pendants Kimberly Sciaraffa
Berlin,2012-11-06 Every jewelry maker will find inspiration
for using a favorite focal bead, cabochon, or bead stash in
Build Your Own Wire Pendants. Whether using inexpensive
craft wire, copper, or sterling silver, aspiring wireworkers
will have fun with 20 playful projects that encourage them
to pick and choose their favorite techniques. Make a basic
frame: hearts, stars, circles, pyramids, and more! Then
pick embellishments to add interest and dimension: loops,
spirals, bails, sewing with wire — the list goes on! This
book is a delightful introduction to making wire pendants.
  500 Pendants & Lockets Marthe Le Van,2008 Includes
pieces crafted from diverse materials and techniques
(including forging, casting, forming, and stone setting).
  Caribbean Figure Pendants: Style and Subject Matter
Vernon James Knight,2020-05-19 This is the first major
study of indigenous Caribbean figure pendants, an artistic
genre of small carvings of spirit beings worn on the body.
  Inspector Morimoto and the Diamond Pendants
Timothy Hemion,2004 This is the second in the series of
cases involving Inspector Morimoto and his assistant,
Officer Suzuki. Using the methods of deductive reasoning
that they employed so successfully in their earlier case
Inspector Morimoto and the Two Umbrellas, Morimoto and
Suzuki encounter some intriguing puzzles centered around
an expensive piece of diamond jewelry. If the branch
manager of the Metropolitan Trust Bank has been dabbling
in burglary during his spare time, then an enormous
scandal is surely about to break out. And how are the
wealthy owner of the downtown kimono shop and the no-
nonsense manager of the Okayama Central Hospital
connected to the case? Morimoto and Suzuki know that the
insurance company is monitoring them closely as they sort
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through the baffling events. And as usual, the Chief of
Police is very concerned about the reputation of his Police
Department, particularly since some of the people involved
carry considerable influence with the City Council.
Nevertheless, unperturbed by the fact that almost
everybody becomes impatient with them for one reason or
another, Morimoto and Suzuki carefully construct an
astonishing theory--but with pressure mounting and time
running out, will they be able to trick the suspects into
giving themselves away?
  The Two Pendants R E Lewin,2022-03-19 The Two
main protagonists: TAMMY and MIKIE - half-human and
half-alien quadruplets – are born with immense
metaphysical powers. MARCELLUS is the antagonist, an
alien trying to save his people. His people need a new
sustainable home, their planet is dying from pollution, and
they have their eyes on Earth.
  Caribbean Figure Pendants: Style and Subject
Matter Vernon James Knight,2020-05-19 This is the first
major study of indigenous Caribbean figure pendants, an
artistic genre of small carvings of spirit beings worn on the
body.
  Pendant Cookie Julia M. Usher,2012-12-19 From Julia
M. Usher's Ultimate Cookies comes the beautiful Pendant
cookie. Wow friends and family at your parties with the
cookie decorating skills gleaned from the instructional
videos included. Julia takes you step by step through
stenciling, appliqué work, and more. It also includes
recipes for different kinds of cookie doughs and an in-
depth section on fifteen cookie decorating techniques.
  Antebellum American Pendant Paintings Wendy N. E.
Ikemoto,2017-07-06 Antebellum American Pendant
Paintings: New Ways of Looking marks the first sustained
study of pendant paintings: discrete images designed as a
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pair. It opens with a broad overview that anchors the form
in the medieval diptych, religious history, and aesthetic
theory and explores its cultural and historical resonance in
the 19th-century United States. Three case studies
examine how antebellum American artists used the
pendant format in ways revelatory of their historical
moment and the aesthetic and cultural developments in
which they partook. The case studies on John Quidor’s Rip
Van Winkle and His Companions at the Inn Door of
Nicholas Vedder (1839) and The Return of Rip Van Winkle
(1849) and Thomas Cole’s Departure and Return (1837)
shed new light on canonical antebellum American artists
and their practices. The chapter on Titian Ramsay Peale’s
Kilauea by Day and Kilauea by Night (1842) presents new
material that pushes the geographical boundaries of
American art studies toward the Pacific Rim. The book
contributes to American art history the study of a
characteristic but as yet overlooked format and models for
the discipline a new and productive framework of analysis
focused on the fundamental yet complex way images work
back and forth with one another.
  The Mermaid's Pendant LeAnn Neal
Reilly,2010-04-04 Inspired by the beloved classic The Little
Mermaid, The Mermaid's Pendant is a modern fairy tale
about growing up and discovering who you are—and what
you believe in. At times lyrical, this novel is a fantastic
journey filled with magic, myth, romance, and adventure.
Four years after John Wilkerson claims the mermaid
Tamarind for his wife, they have an idyllic marriage that
depends on a talisman that she crafted on their island
paradise. But Tamarind learns a painful truth: it takes
more than legs to live on land and more than magic to
sustain a bond. When the talisman breaks, she and John
are forced to rely on themselves instead of magic. Three
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wise women play key roles in the young lovers’ journey to
mature love. Ana, Tamarind’s aging mentor, casts spells
and performs seductions to keep the lovers apart. Valerie,
an expat jewelry maker cum fairy godmother, works her
own magic to bring them together. Lucy, their widowed
neighbor, grounds the couple in the realities of marriage,
parenting, and family
  Bone Pendant Girls Terry S. Friedman,2024-01-30
Beware the Fisherman. Andi Wyndham has communicated
with spirits since she was a kid. When a bone pendant
carved into the likeness of a girl’s face calls to her at a gem
show in Pennsylvania, she can’t resist buying it and a sister
piece. When she discovers the girls are missing runaways
and the pendants are made of human bone, Andi is drawn
into a mystery that will force her to confront her gifts, her
guilt, and the ghosts haunting her. Pendant Girls Mariah
and Bennie urge Andi to find a man they call Fisherman,” a
master of disguise. Teaming up with a handsome private
eye and a South Carolina sheriff, Andi must find the girls’
bodies and put their souls to rest, before the Fisherman
casts his deadly net to trap Andi.
  Kidan and the Pendant of Isowana G. L.
Troubridge,2010-04 Kidan is a 12-year-old girl who has just
won her first major karate weapons tournament. During
her celebration party, she meets a strange visitor, with an
even stranger story to tell her. Kidan learns she is one of
the last descendants of the Tisio family. With the help of
her own new found magical pendant, she must undertake a
dangerous quest to retrieve the pendant of Isowana before
the evil Ninchung can claim it. Leaving her younger
brother and widowed mother behind, Kidan enters another
realm to search for the hidden pendant. Kidan is aided by
an old man, who guides her through this strange land
where she learns the true history of her own world and
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many others. This young warrior must use her new magical
karate skills to survive. Children will enjoy Kidan's
adventures, with its martial arts, magic and mystical
realms, as they learn the true meaning of honor, and that
above all else, respect must be given to all living things.
Readers will be enchanted, enriched and will realize that
everyone has some magic to share. G.L. Troubridge grew
up in the United Kingdom and now lives with her family in
Costa Blanca, Spain. Her series of Kidan books were
inspired by her children, whose love of stories and devotion
to martial arts training are integral to
  The Priestly Prayer of the Blessing Warren
Marcus,2018 MYSTERY REVEALED! THE GREATEST
PRAYER OF GRACE EVER GIVEN TO US BY GOD
HIMSELF!
  The Jewelry Face Book of Pins & Pendants Kathy
Flood,2012-05-12 Famous faces of the jewelry world, from
anonymous beauties to celebrities so big they had jewelry
made of their mugs. Figural face pins, pendants and
earrings made of Lucite, wood, Bakelite, metal and more,
with history, background and prices.
  Composite Artefacts in the Ancient Near East Silvana
Di Paolo,2018-05-31 This volume represents a first attempt
to conceptualise the construction and use of composite
artefacts in the Ancient Near East by looking at the
complex relationships between environments, materials,
societies and materiality.
  The Magic Pendant Tamili,2020-12-15 Two sisters get
sucked into a pendant and find themselves in a whole new
world! There, they are forced to go on breathtaking
adventures to redeem magical items in order to save the
world and their skulls! Mysteries and puzzles are one thing
while life threatening and magical adventures are another!
Magical powers!? Talking animals!? Ice breathing
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dragons!?Could their lives get any more mystical!? And
that's not all, they are in for the biggest twists of their
lives! So, will they save the world? Will they make it?
  The Amber Garden Cynthea Masson,2020-03-24 The
stunning and beautifully crafted conclusion to The
Alchemists’ Council series In Book Three of The
Alchemists’ Council trilogy, eternal conflicts between the
Council and Rebel Branch escalate. Secrets about time-
travel manipulation are revealed, uncomfortable truths
about alchemical children are discovered, and Council
dimension itself begins to disintegrate. Amidst this fallout,
the Amber Garden dissolves, conjoined pairs suffer
torturous separation, alchemists die in the process, and
Cedar is banished to the outside world where she endures
a living death within her conjoined partner. Efforts of both
alchemists and rebels to resolve the dissolution of Council
and Flaw dimensions prove futile. People of the outside
world experience ever-increasing political turmoil and the
risk of environmental collapse. Mercifully, the alchemists
have woven a thread of hope into an alchemically inscribed
book, which they release into the outside world with the
purpose of attracting new Initiates to Council. At first,
Initiate Virginia appears to be a disrespectful interloper
with whom Jaden loathes to work. However, their
combined scribal efforts prove astoundingly powerful — so
much so that they are sent through time to inscribe critical
messages into ancient manuscripts. Events associated with
one such manuscript lead Cedar to propose a solution to
the dimensional fallout: all remaining alchemists must
permanently vacate Council dimension.
  The Physical Geography and Meteorology at the
South Atlantic Together with Sailing Directions
William Henry Rosser,1870
  Rethinking Moundville and Its Hinterland Vincas
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P. Steponaitis,C. Margaret Scarry,2019-10-01 Moundville,
near Tuscaloosa, Alabama, is one of the largest pre-
Columbian mound sites in North America. Comprising
twenty-nine earthen mounds that were once platforms for
chiefly residences and public buildings, Moundville was a
major political and religious center for the people living in
its region and for the wider Mississippian world. A much-
needed synthesis of the rapidly expanding archaeological
work that has taken place in the region over the past two
decades, this volume presents the results of multifaceted
research and new excavations. Using models deeply rooted
in local ethnohistory, it ties Moundville and its people more
closely than before to the ethnography of native
southerners and emphasizes the role of social memory,
iconography, and ritual practices both at the mound center
and in the rural hinterland, providing an up-to-date and
refreshingly nuanced interpretation of Mississippian
culture. A volume in the Florida Museum of Natural
History: Ripley P. Bullen Series
  LaFosse & Alexander's Origami Jewelry Michael G.
LaFosse,Richard Alexander,2015-10-27 Make your own
origami jewelry with this easy origami book! In this new
paper craft book from world renowned origami artists,
Michael G. LaFosse and Richard L. Alexander, you'll be
delighted to discover how quick, fun and inexpensive it is
to make durable DIY jewelry that you'll actually be able to
wear! LaFosse & Alexander's Origami Jewelry will show
you how to create 3D designs to go with your hair, skin,
and wardrobe by customizing the components to your own
personal fashion. A full-color easy-to-follow book, clear
diagrams and the included downloadable video provides
you step-by-step instructions to create lovely pendants,
medallions, charms, bracelets, necklaces and earrings in
minutes. The origami paper and other materials needed are
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inexpensive and available in any craft store and a simple
starch-based paste will provide your jewelry with
remarkable strength to last for years.
  Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia,1902 List of members, 1812-1848 (1 p. 1., 8
p.) inserted in 2d series volume 1.
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